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Spotting the FTC’s most reported crypto scams
If the cryptocurrency craze feels
like a tempting way to make money, or you think you’re missing
out, read on. Because, according
to the FTC’s new data spotlight,
scammers are banking on what
you don’t know about cryptocurrency — or scammers’ tricks.
And that could cost you serious
money.
The FTC’s new data spotlight
shows crypto is a common way
for scammers to steal money,
with over 46,000 people reporting
losing more than a billion dollars in crypto to scams since
the start of 2021. Many crypto
scams begin with ads, posts, or
messages on social media. And
most crypto is lost to investment
scams, where scammers get you to “invest” money, promising they’ll make you more — quickly.
That’s a lie. You won’t make money and you’ll lose your initial “investment.”
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Scammers lurk in online dating apps and on social media, too. These scams might also involve
an investment: your new love interest might boast about being rich and offer to help you get started in crypto investing. Don’t do it — those “investments” go straight into their pockets.
Scammers also impersonate major companies and the government. They’ll use messages or
pop-ups to claim there’s a problem with your accounts, or a security breach, and the only way to
“protect” yourself is to put your money in crypto. Don’t. It’s a scam.
To steer clear of crypto cons:



Know that only scammers guarantee big payouts or fast, easy money. These lies get
you to “invest” — but you won’t get any of your money back.
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Don’t mix online dating and investment advice. If a new online love interest wants to
show you how to invest in crypto, it’s a scam.



Spot the scammers asking you to send crypto. Real companies and government
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crypto to a scam since 2021 said it started with an ad,
post, or message on a social media platform.
People ages 20 to 49 were more than three times as likely
as older age groups to have reported losing cryptocurrency to a scammer. Reports point to people in their 30s as
the hardest hit – 35% of their reported fraud losses since
2021 were in cryptocurrency. But median individual reported losses have tended to increase with age, topping out at
$11,708 for people in their 70s.
Here are some things to know to steer clear of a crypto
con:

agencies will never tell you to buy cryptocurrency to sort out
a problem or protect your money.
For help spotting crypto scams, visit ftc.gov/cryptocurrency. And
report scams a ReportFraud.ftc.gov.

Source: FTC.gov, Andrew Rayo, June 3, 2022



Only scammers will guarantee profits or big returns. No cryptocurrency investment is ever guaranteed to make money, let alone big money.



Nobody legit will require you to buy cryptocurrency. Not to sort out a problem, not to protect your
money.
That’s
a
scam.



Never mix online dating and investment advice. If
a new love interest wants to show you how to invest in
crypto, or asks you to send them crypto, that’s a
scam.

To learn more about cryptocurrency scams – and how to
spot
and
avoid
scams
generally
–
visit
ftc.gov/cryptocurrency and ftc.gov/scams. Report scams to
the FTC at ReportFraud.ftc.gov.

Reports show
scammers
cashing in on crypto craze

Source: FTC.gov, Emma Fletcher, June 3, 2022

From Super Bowl ads to Bitcoin ATMs, cryptocurrency seems to
be everywhere lately. Although it’s yet to become a mainstream
payment method, reports to the FTC show it’s an alarmingly
common method for scammers to get peoples’ money. Since
the start of 2021, more than 46,000 people have reported losing
over $1 billion in crypto to scams – that’s about one out of every
four dollars reported lost, more than any other payment method.
The median individual reported loss? A whopping $2,600. The
top cryptocurrencies people said they used to pay scammers
were Bitcoin (70%), Tether (10%), and Ether (9%).
Crypto has several features that are attractive to scammers,
which may help to explain why the reported losses in 2021 were
nearly sixty times what they were in 2018. There’s no bank or
other centralized authority to flag suspicious transactions and
attempt to stop fraud before it happens. Crypto transfers can’t
be reversed – once the money’s gone, there’s no getting it back.
And most people are still unfamiliar with how crypto works.
These considerations are not unique to crypto transactions, but
they all play into the hands of scammers.
Reports point to social media and crypto as a combustible combination for fraud. Nearly half the people who reported losing
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Stay safe from cybersecurity threats

Viruses
Viruses are harmful programs intended to spread from computer to computer (and other connected devices). Viruses are intended to give cybercriminals access to your system.
Ransomware
Ransomware is a specific type of malware that infects and restricts access to a computer until a ransom is paid. Ransomware is usually delivered through phishing emails and exploits
unpatched vulnerabilities in software.

Cyber-attacks are a growing concern for small businesses. Learn about the threats and how to protect
yourself.
Cyber-attacks are a growing threat for small businesses
and the U.S. economy. According to the FBI’s Internet
Crime Report, the cost of cybercrimes reached $2.7 billion
in 2020 alone.
Small businesses are attractive targets because they have
information that cybercriminals want, and they typically lack
the security infrastructure of larger businesses.
According to a recent SBA survey, 88% of small business
owners felt their business was vulnerable to a cyber-attack.
Yet many businesses can’t afford professional IT solutions,
have limited time to devote to cybersecurity, or they don’t
know where to begin.
Start by learning about common cyber threats, understanding where your business is vulnerable, and taking steps to
improve your cybersecurity.

Phishing
Phishing is a type of cyber-attack that uses email or a malicious website to infect your machine with malware or collect
your sensitive information. Phishing emails appear as though
they’ve been sent from a legitimate organization or known individual. These emails often entice users to click on a link or
open an attachment containing malicious code. After the code
is run, your computer may become infected with malware.

Assess your business risk
The first step in improving your cybersecurity is understanding
your risk of an attack, and where you can make the biggest
improvements.
A cybersecurity risk assessment can identify where a business
is vulnerable, and help you create a plan of action—which
should include user training, guidance on securing email platforms, and advice on protecting the business’s information assets.

Cybersecurity best practices
Train your employees
Employees and emails are a leading cause of data breaches
for small businesses because they are a direct path into your
systems. Training employees on basic internet best practices
can go a long way in preventing cyber-attacks. The Department
of Homeland Security’ "Stop.Think.Connect" campaign offers
training and other materials.

Common threats
Protect sensitive data and back up the rest
Cyber-attacks are constantly evolving, but business owners
should at least be aware of the most common types.

For more detailed information, visit the SBA’s website.

Malware
Malware (malicious software) is an umbrella term that refers
to software intentionally designed to cause damage to a
computer, server, client, or computer network. Malware can
include viruses and ransomware.
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